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The European Activation System (EASY) is the tool developed for activation calculations as part of the Fusion Technology

programme. It comprises the EAF nuclear data libraries and the FISPACT inventory code. The version EASY-2005, released last year

contains many more neutron-induced reactions than the previous version; an increase of about a factor of five to 62,637. The reason for

this was the increase in the upper energy limit from 20 to 60 MeV.

A major strand of work within Europe has been the measurement of activation in a series of well-defined neutron spectra, these integral

results can then be used to validate a subset of the EAF-2005 library, demonstrating that it can be relied on for activation predictions in

similar spectra. A validation report has been produced covering 453 reactions; this shows the integral results and the available

differential data from EXFOR for these reactions. For 202 reactions there is good agreement, indicating that the data for the reaction are

adequate. In cases of disagreement the report indicates where additional measurements are required or where the library data can be

improved.

The majority of the data above 20 MeV were obtained from model calculations, and this is also the case for many of the reactions at all

energies. Because of the large number of reactions and the lack of experimental data, there was a need to develop new tools that could

help in the checking of such a large library. Within the SAFEPAQ-II code that is used for evaluation and production of the EAF

libraries, the new methodology of Statistical Analysis of Cross Sections (SACS) has been developed. This enables various quantities

such as maximum cross section (&#61555;max), energy at maximum (Emax) and width at half maximum (&#61508;½) to be plotted as

functions of atomic mass (A) and asymmetry parameter (s) for each type of reaction. Such plots show well defined trends and

inconsistent data for a particular reaction can easily be identified.

Using the integral data and SACS the EAF-2005 library has been examined and 250 reactions identified that contained gross errors.

These have been corrected and a maintenance version, EASY-2005.1 was released at the beginning of this year. The new data libraries

in this release will be described and the progress in further validation and improvement outlined; this work will lead to a new version,

EASY-2007, next year.
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